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Independent Accountant’s Report on the 
Application of Agreed-Upon Procedures 

 
 
 
 

MR. JEROME ZERINGUE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
COASTAL PROTECTION AND RESTORATION AUTHORITY  
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
 

We performed the procedures described on the following pages for a sample of projects 
that were funded through the Coastal Impact Assistance Program (CIAP) during the period 
January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2012.  These procedures were requested and agreed to by 
Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority (CPRA) management, solely to assist you in 
evaluating the implementation of the CIAP grant.    

 
This agreed-upon procedures engagement was conducted in accordance with the 

applicable attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants and the applicable attestation standards contained in Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States of America.  The sufficiency 
of these procedures is solely the responsibility of CPRA management.  Consequently, we make 
no representation regarding the sufficiency of the procedures described on the following pages 
either for the purpose for which this report has been requested or for any other purpose. 
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Background 
 

The Coastal Impact Assistance Program (CIAP) was created by Section 384 of the 
Energy Policy Act of 2005 to assist oil producing states and their coastal political subdivisions to 
mitigate the impacts from Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas production. The CIAP legislation 
appropriated $250 million per year for Fiscal Years 2007 through 2010 to be distributed among 
eligible producing states and their coastal political subdivisions.  As a result of the Energy Policy 
Act of 2005, the State of Louisiana and its 19 coastal political subdivisions expected to receive 
$495.7 million of CIAP funding to complete projects in one or more of the following project 
types: 

 
1. Projects and activities for the conservation, protection, or restoration of coastal 

areas, including wetlands 

2. Mitigation of damage to fish, wildlife, or natural resources 

3. Planning assistance and the administrative costs of complying with CIAP 

4. Implementation of a Federally approved marine, coastal, or comprehensive 
conservation management plan 

5. Mitigation of the impact of Outer Continental Shelf activities through funding 
onshore infrastructure projects and public service needs 

 
 

CIAP project funding sign 
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Procedures and Findings 
 

PROCEDURE 1: We assessed the management controls in place to ensure contract 
compliance, proper procurement, and compliance with the approved CIAP 
plan. 

FINDING:  CPRA does not have adequate written policies and procedures.  Written 
policies and procedures are necessary for a clear understanding of what 
should be done, how it should be done, who should do it, and when it 
should be done.  Written policies and procedures also aid in the continuity 
of operation and ensure the procedures followed meet management’s 
expectations.   

During our engagement, CPRA management provided written procedures 
that covered a small portion of the agency’s daily operations and the 
current project management procedures manual.  In the areas where 
written policies and procedures exist, we did not note any issues.  
However, we found instances where having additional policies and 
procedures are necessary to provide the structure for administration of all 
CPRA’s operations.  
 
For example, we discovered that no one at CPRA is verifying that the 
payments are charged to the appropriate project.  Since the Louisiana 
Department of Natural Resources provides all of CPRA’s accounting 
support, it is imperative that someone at CPRA reconcile the payments to 
the projects to verify that costs are charged to the appropriate project and 
are from the appropriate funding source. 

 

 
 

Revetment lined shoreline.  The rock pile indicates a "turn" in the shoreline. 
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In three instances, CPRA tasked the same engineering firm with 
designing the project and overseeing the construction of that project.  
On the Rockefeller Refuge Shoreline Protection Demonstration project, 
the Orleans Land Bridge Shoreline Protection project, and the East Grand 
Terre Island Restoration project, the same engineering firm that designed 
the project served as the construction manager.  Section 871.7 of the  
United States General Services Administration (GSA) Engineering and 
Construction Management Services guide states, in part, that “the 
construction manager functions as an advisor or consultant to the 
owner/Agency to assist with the execution of the project, to help the 
owner achieve a project that is properly constructed, on time and on 
budget. The construction manager is not involved with designing the 
project or performing the construction of real property.” 
 
CPRA management agrees with this best practice and employs it on its 
more complex civil works projects, such as flood protection.  However, on 
coastal erosion and restoration projects that have a very low risk to public 
safety, CPRA management believes that allowing the engineering firm to 
design and manage the construction is acceptable. Although CPRA has a 
staff of licensed engineers with the capability to design and manage the 
construction of CIAP projects, they do not have the manpower to provide 
those services on all of the CIAP projects within the grant time frame. 
Therefore, CPRA hires contractors to perform those services when 
necessary but continues to provide direct oversight by assigning in-house 
staff, which includes licensed engineers, to review the project 
management, project engineering, and construction management. 

 
CPRA did not ensure certain contract provisions were followed.  CPRA 
amended several contracts to include clauses required by federal 
regulations and the state Office of Risk Management.  The amendments 
added language that required contractors to:  

 
(1) maintain insurance coverage throughout the duration of the 

contract and 

(2) take the necessary steps to ensure that Disadvantaged and 
Women-owned Business Enterprises (DBEs) have the 
maximum opportunity to compete for and perform services 
relating to the contract. 

State Purchasing verifies the construction contractor’s insurance coverage 
at the beginning of the project.  For projects that span multiple years, 
contractors submit new coverage certificates prior to expiration.  That 
process allows State Purchasing to periodically check insurance coverage 
throughout the duration of the project.  However, for projects that do not 
span multiple years, insurance is only verified at the beginning of the 
project.  Therefore, for some projects, neither State Purchasing nor CPRA 
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verified that insurance was in place throughout the duration of the 
contract.  Also, contractors are required to submit quarterly procurement 
summaries detailing purchases from DBE vendors. The contractors have 
not submitted the summaries nor has the CPRA documented the absence 
of the reports in the project files. 
 

 
 

Revetment lined shoreline 
 

PROCEDURE 2: We verified that all change orders were necessary and reasonable by 
verifying that:  

(1) the work involved an unforeseen/hidden condition and was 
not included in the original scope of the contract and 

(2) the costs were consistent with national estimating cost 
indices or costs on similar CIAP projects. 

 
FINDING: We did not note any exceptions as a result of this procedure. 

PROCEDURE 3: For a sample of projects, we verified that the payments were supported by 
documentation such as bid documents, contracts, invoices, pay 
applications, and field reports. 

FINDING: We did not note any exceptions as a result of this procedure. 

PROCEDURE 4: We verified that all land was acquired in accordance with applicable 
federal and state requirements. 

FINDING: We did not note any exceptions as a result of this procedure. 
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Bayou exiting between two revetment segments 
 

PROCEDURE 5: For a sample of payments, we verified that the transactions were classified 
and recorded appropriately. 

FINDING: Invoices totaling $261,422 (.3%) out of the $83,306,197 of invoices that 
were submitted for the sampled projects were coded incorrectly.  The 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (DNR) provides accounting 
services to CPRA.  It is therefore imperative that CPRA representatives 
review all aspects of the payments that DNR processes on their behalf.  As 
a result of this procedure, we discovered that CPRA representatives are 
not reviewing all aspects of the payment and in some situations are relying 
on DNR’s records.  In our sample, we found seven instances where CPRA 
did not have the supporting documentation for payments made by DNR 
resulting in $261,422 of incorrectly coded costs.  After we brought the 
situation to CPRA management’s attention, all seven deficiencies were 
corrected. 

PROCEDURE 6: For a sample of invoices submitted for payment, we verified that the work 
provided by the contractor conformed to the contracted scope of work. 

FINDING: Of the $70,988 in mileage invoiced in our sample, $4,009 did not agree 
with state travel regulations.  Contractors were required to follow state 
travel regulations for CIAP.  We noted several invoices that included 
mileage for in-state travel without supporting mileage logs or odometer 
readings, as required by the state travel regulation (PPM 49).  CPRA 
management responded that at the time of the charges, they were unaware 
that mileage logs or odometer readings were required for travel under 
PPM 49.  CPRA management has since corrected this issue and is 
currently following the requirements for in-state travel.  
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We were not engaged to and did not conduct an examination, the objective of which 
would be to express an opinion on CPRA’s compliance with federal and state regulations, 
CPRA’s internal control over compliance with federal and state regulations, or CPRA’s financial 
statements.  Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.  Had we performed additional 
procedures, other matters may have come to our attention that would have been reported to you. 

 
This report is intended solely for the information and use of CPRA management and the 

Louisiana Legislature and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than 
these parties.  By provisions of state law, this report is a public document and has been 
distributed to the appropriate public officials. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Daryl G. Purpera, CPA, CFE 
Legislative Auditor 
 

DGP/ch 
 
CIAP 2013 
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Appendix A 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Management’s Response 
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